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DIFMCT VASIMM a OF LTI-NOW -type

,OW04MCE Apo The authors have proposed condenser PCCS

STEAM NIXTURE UNDER AN ACCIDENT MITION OF (pcrs-CND) and have been continuing its

A PASSIVE WAIWW CDOLING SYSTEM (P=) tharriai-hydraul�c rascalch and rarried out an

experimental programs3swell s analytical works

S. Yokabori, K.Aral. T. Tobimalzu, T. Kurile, to develop the PCCS. Based n The e)(WiMenlsl

T. 13hizuka. H. Dikava and LH*rz*S andanslytiebl studies. The sos;yv hear rDMOV21

mechanism has been C2fifiCd end the PCCS heal

I Toshiba Corporation, Nuclear Engineering removal performance following a LOCA has been

Laboratory assessed. Wars details al well urunaries can

4-1. Ukishlma-cho. Kayssaki-ilu. xawasaki, 210. be found in references (2-9. iz 15). 5ince our

Japan studies were srarted. Simi lar PCCS Test esul ts

2 Toshiba Coroor;Tion, Reactor Design with larger faci I i ties have been reported in

Engineering Dpartment Europe and U. S.

8 Shinsugira-cho, Isogo-ku. Yokohama. 235. in addition. the PC-S has recently come o t

Japan expected to suppress the conferment pressure in

3 GE Nuclear Energy, San Jose. CA, USA C339 Of I Mefft accident as we[ I in a LOCA,

and la prevent he comairiment failure without

ABSTRACT venting rdioactive gases in the containmen to

Thapa33ivecontairmenteoclinssysitn(PCCS)has the atmosphere.

a function to remove the Ions-term decay heal ThopurposeoftheG[RAFfftestprogramde3cribed

following an accidents by condensation. As a in The report is to demonstrate thePCCSoDeration
extension of he PCCS development prograA its in beyond-08A containment environments with the

heal removal c2oabi I ily under a severe accident presence of both I ighier-than-siaam andheavier

condition has been tested. The effect of the -than-steam ni;ncondsnsp�l; gases, Vlium gas

lighter noncondensablas than steam on the PCCS was ud to iNulate hydrogen gag wich an

hear ransfer haracteristics was clarified. be generated by radiolysi; or metal -water

Hal turn gas was used TO simulate hydrogen gas reaction in severe accident and Thus the last

which can be generated by motal-wazer reaction. series is cal(ecl Helium Tests , The rsult;

In rho final Tag*, multi-noncondenvables (i.s. will not only demonstrate rho $519 containment

both nitrogen and helium) were Simultaneously ibermal-hydrauji4;pertgrmancewith the presence

confined. The OIRAFFE measurement 23lrem as of ll;hior-trian-sie2m noncondeniabig gases, put

accordingly modified so that noncondon3able also ulize for providing a lara base for

gas concentration was directly measured. Due the cmputational cooo Ruai [heartens.

to installation of direct measurement system

of noncondenzable. the nonconde=ablo Tran3OOrT 2. CC$ FUNCTION IECHANIMI

mechanism was modeled 3 that The analytical The S81R passive safetT system consists of

code migh b remarkably improved. depressurization valve; V3), the grayiTy

I. INTRODUCTION drivencorecool inqsysrcv(GDCS), The equaliZinq

A pas3ivt safety system is ne of he most line(M) iolation cqridenser(IC) andthe FCCS.
as shown in Fig, 1. Th; GOC4 nject% The

possible -approaches To improve plant safety Yor
advanced nuclear reacrors. The passive emergency core cooling Pattr into The reactor

containment cooling SY&TCM (PCCS) is originally pressure vessel MY) b7 prayily, in the case of
a LOCk The OPY3 promoTc The GM injection by

adopted in the Simplified selling later Reactor depressurizing rho reactor essel. Long-term

MYR) design(l). iT.-Purpose being to remove the reactor core overage following a .0CA is

decay heat following a loss Of coolant: accident aohi.vocl y The EL, which allowc The flow of

(LOCA) without any electric power supply. The suppression pool (S?) water into the RPY.

PCCS automatical ly operates when the containCtnt The decay hal rem"al to] lowin a rctor

pressure rises due to mass and energy input isola!'on or a LOCA is v0ieved bY the co."denser

Through a break pipe. Conscizuently the PCCS systems. This condense system onsists P a

offers high rel iabi t ily of functioning, due to no stearr sply I e a erric3l he[ I-and-tubq

valve operation being TCQUired. This concep: -.Inq!e path heat exchanger in a lar3c Rate, pool,

haz been extended to other possible next- a condensate drain Iine and a nonzondensablt. vem

generation reactor such as EBIR and ASWR I ine (csi led as ? vent in; �erc2ftcr. Fj;.

evolutionary reacio!(16).
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2). Djr ing a svere s a drer as we I I as a LOCA. xi gh I mi Ider than the Soar row's aria IYsi (I)

hip prez:.tc. ztoam vamo* from he APY to the for forcedconvection condensation. Fo loving

drywel I CD/V) and causes a pressure rise in The The separate effect heat ransfer Test, the basiq

D/T. The resultant ressure difference between characteristics of noncGridensable gas venting to

.he DIV and the suppression chamber WC) drives the SC were dmonstrated. Favorable venting

a eam-noncondonsable rilxrure in the D/W into V33 confirmed with gh;nging of the small

the hat exchanger through the seam suop y I ire. submergence of h PCC yen; line.

The condensate drains to the GDCS pool mrough the Anonconcicnzablooistr;buTion in theaontainmenj

condensatedrairk3linebythegravit2tionaI force. volume following a LOCA ;rongly dermined he

while the rioncondens3ble is vented To the S/C amount of rioncondensabli; ot)zorbcd o e FCC5

,through the PCC vent line- This venting i hear exchanger during the actual accident phase.

resulted from The submergence difference of PCC Considering this distribution is affected by the

vent line and LOCA vent line. Thus e I inc break location. emergency coolant injection

paver-ticiuaisd active devices are not required performance, leakage betwcan h dywell nd so

for the PCCS o function at all. forth, sveral DRA design bases accident) LOCA

The large aer pool is located outside the scenarios were selected. Froq several line

drvvall and serves as a heat ink for reactor break test results, we ave; clarified that e

decay har. Up to the PrIb3ant. the water pool is PCCS is capable of suppressing Iho containment

designed to retain a sufficient amount of ater pressure below the desil;rl limit. although hj

to remove the decay heat for at least hree days PCCS heal remova pformance somewhat changes;

from the ractor hutdown. dcoending on the loreak location. wa cncluded

that the P= has qnaugh beat removal

3. PROGRAN OVEWILY EXEMM PREVIOUSLY eaciabilities durina the DBA hase-
Toshiba has conducted the PCCS development study

since 1989 and have facumud on h her"j- 4. GIRAM TEST FACILITY OUTLINE

hydrauli r above all. For the thermal Designeriteriaof TeGIRAFFExest facilitywais

hydraulic viewpoint. a key phenomenon -to decided o make the IonV erm PV prossure

determine the FCCS heat removal performance is Transient be identical t C risfortricc assive

steam Concensarion degradation In The prosencc plane. SBVR. with rqaj time. A ;Gating

of a noncondensable gas retained in the PCC heat compromising consideration of GIRAFFE design j:i;

exchanger. During a LCCA, noncondensable gas described in the ref. (2). aIRAFFE consists of

was specifically nitrogen separatecomponenT Yessell f PCCS. I/C. RPY, SIC,

Fo h xrimental rgrams a ful -height, D/W and GCS a shown in both poto I and Fig.

integral system test facility. 'GIRAFFE' 3.

(Gravity-Drivcn Integral Full-HeighT Test for 'Eachvesse; component hBI 'Its own sreamsuoplyinQ

Passive Heat Removal a constructed to lint and water draininS line for 3cTring the

investigate thebasicheat removal performance of initial condition 3cpsiratrij. Elco-trlool

the PCC heat exchanger and accompanying heaters surround the v3:ql outer surfaces of Roy.

rhermal-hydraulic phenomena in the primary D/1. SIC and GDC3 pool to ffilrilmize hat loss.

cOntainsIcAt vessel V) following a LCA. The Nericandenzable, gas supplying lines are also

GIRAFFE models The SBIR in ful 1-height in order connected to SIC, 0/1 and GVCS vssels lo adjust

to present the gravity head driving forces the initial nitrogen concentration. To simulatq

correctly. the natural irculation performance, 91RAFF�

The GlRAP;Eo.-iqinsl testing program ricludedivo was designed almost Ivil-lengih in vrtical

Type of separa-e ffect rests (basic ear elevation and the heighl 9f the facility i 34L

transfer vc3t and noncoridanaa,bla gas �*nrinq GIRAFFE is scaled down ip adial direction and

test) and syste rponses test. its s;le is 1400 in y 'Juiine.

in ve irsT in3rBnrc, tht QIRAFFE acpamc. The 02SSive coniaiinmcrij Cooler (PCC) unit

effect teat tranz-fe. Tes 2 conducted to consists of a steam box, heat transfer tubes and

investigat h degradation Of the steam a water box as shown in Fig. orresponding

concitnsati an heat Transfer caused by The to 1400 scaled volume, QIRAFFE Mas hre CC

moricondens:i I c!. Tne furld3mental heat transfer h.2: Transfer rubes The lcal divensiorl such

test resulis concluded hat the heat transfer as the heat transfer tube, the clearance be[ween

degradation - the PCC heat exchanger tubes is adjacent tubes and Tn4 econdary lids flog
crozz-secrional area per u are in full-
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scale of the origin3i SBIR design. The Tubes tenperaturesereembeddedat the iniet andoutler

have ClInGnSiOnS f . 51m outer diameter. 0.046m of a PCCS heat Tanefor Tube. A torriper2ture

inner diameter. The length was shortened to ;)roDe. is inserted in a P= tube rom the bottom

1. 8m reflectin9previousGIRAFFE test results(3). of water box. From h yapor bulk perature

In the PCCS pool a chimney surrounds h CC axiai distribution in a �C4 ube. the ni;ropen

tubes, which separates hebDiling region aound accumulation can be roughly calustaclL The

the ?CC from the subcooitd water outside. But steam flow rate from 0/1 1 h CC tube qa;

to two phase ural circulation. The ?CC pool directly measured by venjul 1-type flow ercr.

water ci rculaTe3 along the chimney and boi Is off Froto this flow rate. heal removal capabilities

to atmosphere. The effective water vo I ume is he could be discussed.

1/400 icaled volume anousih to remove decay heat 5 2 Di rect Saml ig of honcodensable Gas. In

for three days by the evaporation Of Water. the lazzor stage of the IRAFFE a3r program,

Steam simulating decay heat is produced by the measurement system paq mod i f i d. which

supplying The lectrical power To the vessel. i nc I uded the di racr pancondensable 92S

The lctrical heater over in rho RPY cn concentration measurement. Noncondiensable gas

be controlled simulating 'the dcay heal. lo satnple3verecollt:cledatone-hourlime intervals

aveii�d the heat loct from each vessel. electrical airing the GIRAFFE Hel ium eriev Ictrz. Sample;

heaters are wrapped around all vessel wells of the process fluid Werg ;ollccTed at Iwo

except PCCpool. Flangeportions are also fully locations in h DIV and one location in the

i nsul 9-ted. The raining heat loss from h S/c during all of the Lm tests (Fig. 5).

V033013 is mainly compensated by increasing the Sample� were &nolyzecl using gait

excessive power of the channel in the RPV. chroratography(OC). 11 yax necessary to 11mil

The total flow resistance is adjuzted by the Total riLurib*r nd brbed volume of he

inserting an orifice in each line. samples. so not to affect the lost results.
This data wm* wzcd ;9 yalidate indireciv

5. GIRAFFE INSTRYAUTITION measurements of rioncendensible ;oncenrraTion

5.1 Conventional and Modified Mea3uremenTs inferred from temperature measurements. so fr.

-Though major masurements used in The GIRAFFE The measuring range for The ioncondansabi; SaS

Tests are conventional devices in he hrmal volumetric concerilralclon i!j 0 lo I 00%. Th;

hydrau I c r,oscarche3. important measuring maximummeasuremen-rerrorii t/-3%of full cale.

devices were specifically developed for the Figure shows the equipment and Instruatentation

mechanism clarification. Pressure masured of the nonconden3able ampling. The brbent

by pressure ransducers inRPY. DA S/C. PCCS bottle and sampling bag were vsed for The

steam box and GDCS gas space. A lot of measurement of the $team volumerric

Temperatures are fie2SUrad in D/W and S/C To concentration. The absorbent bottle is weighted

evaluate the loc3l nitrogen existence in the before and after the sampling. If the steam

vessels. In thaearliersTageof thCTCZTprogram. weight denoted H20 and h volume of The

nonconclansabit vas Partial pressure w "s gas in sampling hog I i . steam concentration

qualitatively calculated from the difference of is expressed by:

the total Pressure and the aturated tam

pressure corresponding to the measured x 22.4

temperature. From tperature signals in each CH20(%)- is X109
(WH.0

vessel. the xistence of nonconclansable in gas x22.4 v 

zParc was ce" i z e d. A3 for nncement of 18

temperature stratification in the SIP. In the sme way, ss inq ag was u-sel for

temperatures in he vi 1n1iy 3 ater zurfacc tho ma3uzmanl of thl nonoond.-AbIs S;%

are measured by a fo3ring thermocouple device. volumetric concentration. Srpi ing 2 I I

In order o ciarlYy The venting ChaCaClCriSUCII Include sTcafm bui h camporicnr* of the extra

for the noncondensable gas vent line and ThePCC will be anslyZed in dry pc uing injection

ven-, line. the differential Pressures due to the by a syringe into In; GC- To adjust The

water eer in both lines n SIP are easured. Concentration Of h noncondensable qa� in The

Both outer and 'inner sur;ac! temperatures are dry gas co The we I a aM I CC in The I Ci I it Y.

directly meas-arad by hermocouple: attached on the sTiam concentration CHN i - usa� And

the ube wal 1. Thermocoupl.s 'or Inner surface no4)condtnsable concenrr2rion is expressed �y
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Iwo cse.,, but w Th higher in it i a I noriconden3a I 

I DO -CH IO go* fmuziar conoiatine of heliur/nitroge-i

CCN2or He) � CN, or H, dry gas) x mixtures 0. e. 27%).
1(0 6.2 Tesi Procedures As initialization

pro"dure, mo I component: were ini I i a II r

Ca I i brat ion was car ri ed out by u i ng thestandard Is I a %d by I as ins I hc. connect ins ye i,,so and tbV

gas to confirm the components and their prescribed condi ion separat I rea I i

concentration. In RPY, the 3T3 X ot 3T9r was fi II old from thc

hot water Tank. The air ;pace was dega3sed br

TEST CONDITIMS AND TEST PROCEXM supplying ectrical power ro Inc Dealer an I

I Test Conditions The series of Hel ium lasts was pressurized after closing the PPY Yalve. D/'(

were mainly aimed to demonstrate the PCCS air release valve was as glosed after air va:j

ooaration with the resence of a lighter- blown out and D/I was pressurize 1 The inilial

than-aicars noncondensiable gas. In the typical clear aial ressure Oy supplying the seam

covert accident scenarios. hydroaen can be from the vessel boTTOM The SPOOI was illed

generated by meral-water reaction IT is with333K temperatureup ;* the yessal top. afTer

important to say that hydrogen continuously GDCS air space Ylz degas3ed by he, steam 2uppi i o4

generates as the accident prosra3sts, which is to the D/T. Then Thu D/I to DCS a i r space i ne

different from the previous nitrogen case. From was upplied toGOCS air pace until the pressure

The hear transfer viewpoints. the contairmenr reached he prescribed condition, wh le draining

contribution of nrogen d hydrogen to the the =S pol mater. Durini; this period. tbil

condensation degradation seems different. The prescribed T033WO condition rached in PCCS lo�r

nitrogen dnsit s uch larger than the cam 3woplying Puri team and draining the condenser

density, 'thus nitrogen is easy to be sratified water o APY. Inthisway, RPY, P/WandPCCS wr,;

To the heat ransfer tube bottom after the sct to he pcaoribod Pr9soure condition.

venting com,pleTion, which as aready confirmed. After degas3ing the S/C, 1he required amount ot

On the other har4 the hydrogen density is noncondensable gas was pplied to S/C. The 352

so satall then steam density that iT is esy K water s supplied ffoin 09 tsse bttom Yorl

to sy in the uer portion of Inc tucie. slowly. until h /1" wolvr gyvl rothc4 :hq

However hydrogen diffusion coefficient as well prescribed level.

as Thermal conductivity are much larger than After ach omponent vessel ganci ion eacher 1hk

those of nitrogen. which implies non- prescribed initial conditions, the valves on all

condenzablao gas concentration boundary layer the connecting lines yeril line. RV-D/Y

along the PCCS inner ue may be thinner an connecting ine, depres;urI22rion yelyq line.

the i trogcn case. Due to mutual effects inducing 0/1 to GOCS a i r space line, CCS steam line; and

the reverse feature. its hat removal rate is non-candens2ble I ine wori; started to open almorl:
total ly determined. To clarify this. hree simultaneously And a, he 3amq Time. heare-

tests ih I iahter-rhan-stanak haavier-than- pave r in RV xi adjusti:4 To a prescribed value.

steam and mixture of havier- and lighter- The hter power was 44creasel oowing ANS

Than-&team noncondemsable gas were included. decay hear curve. Tests were continued unt I the

Table I shows the est atrix- V/8 actuated several firms-, at pt 0/1 pressure

The reference case (TOST Case 1) has nominal was maintained almosT onsranT.

initial conditions Similar to the SBWR

comriiiinment at *no hour f, the initiation P07EROC-E TEST RESULTS

of a LOCA due to a gui I lotine rupture Of ne 7. 1 Tst res I s ove r i ow Figures 7 to II show

of the rain sicain I i nes. I ni z I condit i aria -h* toot res I I of Cacv I Ph i ch i z h refe rence.

fo, Thi e were determined using rho TRACG case of na i n le2frl I i ne roak. F i u re 7 shows D/!

Zrial ysis results (Tab:c 2 ). The initial and SYC Pco*uroz tra-te�z. The D/W p,.c"ro

noncondensable volumetric oncentr3iion is as once increased and took T maximum about 7.50(l

smal I as 4 The scond est case (Case 2 second- and decreased rdual I I af zer Thai lize.

i s a repest of The s a but w th hel Lo The oimary Pe3k Pressure wa:; about 0. 31 Mz.

replacing tne total oume of ni tro;en in the wh�Ch ua& Kep! %itnift The design pressur, )quit

D/W. The thi rd rest cast Cas 3 as the ame sufficient argin. The ini tial D/W oressure rise

init-al ioEil D/W pressures as the previous was due 0 The itroge.1 acumulation in �ne PCS
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tube. During this time, transported itrogen raised. The non-conderisible gas van-, line was

rate from DIV to PCC tube oercomes -,Me ni trogen not cleared even after V/2 openinoi. which was

venting rate from PCC to SIC. However, after he exhibited by the sudden decrease ;n the water

enough nj troSen in D/T continued to be vented to level. On the other hand, The PCC vent I ine was

S/r, the PCCS heat roval capab I Ty overcame nor cleared at al I through the st. The above

the decay heaz. The /V pressure decreased and result: 'was consistent with the rcyiou3 main

balanced the S/C pressure, which rsulted in steam ine break last ults pith nirrogen

the V/B opening. (3, 5. 7. S. 14).

In the eST. the Y/B opened tvi cc a about 8. 000 Final ly. Fig. 11 is a team flow rate from

and I B. 000 seconds. The Y/8 opening was the D/W to the PCC tube, This ow rar ii

dispiayedby .h4arrows inFig. . Though each nothing but hear removal capability. Puring

opening interval waz as short as about seconds. The rest per;od, flow re, jimost saml #I

come munt of noncondensable as returned to decay heat can be measured.

The DIV and the DIV Pressure increased again. T.3 Direct sampling test rzuIi:3

The cocand V19 opening period was longer than The direct gas samplinq rults for the upper

that of the first opening, which implied that and lower D/V and SIC gal space provide he

the 3coond Transferred trogen to DIV wax more concentration rnsient pT cach location 

and the DIV p ressure increment as largar. one hour intervals As The D/W otal pressure

7.2 PCCS Heat Removal )echanism was kept almost constarij ji.c. Q-3MPa) during

These pressure ransients are explained fm the tests, the nitrogen yglume peF4;en icrease

The nonconcicnza,ble go-3 k�chavicr* donstrated ;& increace in h nrogen partial cres3urg.

in Figs. & to I 1. Figure shows the D The dnse nitrogen TED07 in Fig. 8) qan e

icuiparaturedisirlbution. Themiddloundannulu3 confirmed from The diragl wompling ig. 12).

D/V temperature: once showed lover signal but After 10.000 seconds thil local cncentration
recovered to The saturation Temperature in th D bottom rco9h94 tignost Peel �i.j.

cofrespondina to The pressure. Assuming ht 35%), which is consistent with the emperature

nitrogen/stC2111 mixture has rlatively clear transients. This incroaieiscousedbythemutual

I ayer and is interfa" goes down the Tmperature effects of ni-trogen higher density and nitrogen

measuring location, steam and noncendensable sank to the DV bttom guo ;g some Inevitable

gas xi xturc were absorbed to -he PCC tube because heat losses.
most of the emperature signals are sturated

one except in the lower D region. Relatively 8. PMS STEN RESPONSE ITH LICKER-THAN-
higher concentration nitrogen wi th lower STEAM NONCOM)MWLf �ASEI$
temperature i s considered to be stayed onl y near a. I Nitrogen vs. Hal ium tes; (C2Se I and )
the D bottom (TEDGI). The initial condition pi ;he case 2 a he
From the vapor bulk fluid temperature ransients 3amc a that in the rference ;o.-j casc(i.r.
at different evation within the PCCS tubes ca.-c I ), except thall The r10n-CDnc1cn&a:j1e
in Fia. 1 nancondensable oas seems to be initially filled in thq PIX as ioplaccl: by
s-rratifiedinsidethetube. Accumulatednitrogen helium gas. Both ;;sis began with a
exisTo only arouncl the PCC tulse 6attom TEP29). noncondens2b I a conc;nt rat i on o f 4. 4% �y
Nitrogen stratification is considered due to volume with a single noncondnsabig gs in DIV.
its heavier density than seam dnsity and By comparing with these Teel resul is The effect;
favorable hat remval rate can be maintained of a heavier-than-steam (niTrogen) and a
on most of POCS aurfaces exaclot in th ler I; ihi&r-than-riezin (hal jum) ponconderisablc 7al
part. These nonconderisable gas movements on the PCCS operation pre demonstrated.
directly intlu4rce The venting characteristic. Tho DIV pressure rocponsq is sho.n in Fig.
From the ater level ransients of both non- 13. The DIV primary peak 'Pressure i yery
condonsab I a gas vent I i no and he ?ccis vnt Inc similar to Thot oc,tainc(I in niTrou.n 9ax Test.
(Fig-10). The continual steam and nitrogen gas In this lost. The O/W pressure oce decrtasel
mixture venting. characier;zed by zero water but increased again and 'the Y/B dd nQj open.
level with a very small oscillation. Terminated Though the heliuxi only last ran ao:>roximaroly
soon about 1. 000 seconds. After the PCCS heat 30 hurs. the D prcssurq ;)Cn2VCS 31.'nO---, flal

removal rate overcame The decay heat. water lev:i while the pressure in ;h nrogen case hoscd
in the non-condensible g vent I w also cyclic behavior. In Spite of such mi nor
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difference the similar pressure transient nitrogen in cast-1.

otmaviors confirm that there is no significant a.3 Nitrogen ih hlium tests (Cose-3)

change i n the PCC hes r rmy I due to he I i u Final rest (i e case 3 began with The hi ghcr

accumu I a i on i n the PCC r e a I ve t ci tha T v i :h initial volumetrir concentration (i. c. 23% f

nitrogen. Though nitrogen as seemed la be helium and 4% of Pitroven) h helium z

ziratifad in the lower ootTion of DIV. 'in the injected ito the DIV prior 19 the test. Sincq

helium gas case. the anulus and lower DIV this test had ore noncondenzablc3 in The DIV.

region coniinuoursly Swep U T elium TO ho the rsultant D pressures are expected higher

KCS for The entire est duration as shown than The previous two ases. The P/V Pres-f-C

in Fig. 4 It is considered themajor difference transients Fig. 18) 3howco simi lar peaK pressuri;

in the D gas bhavior is caused by h to the previous to cas", which camons;rate

difference in the gas density. the effects of a Combination of a

The bulk vapor fluid remooraure t different I ighter-rhan-steam and bisayier-rhari-tteam

axial levations ihin the same PCS ubes noncoridenselble gas on lhil; PCq operation,

ziwpoorve this assumption. The bulk tmperature Ficure 1 also dmonstrated JhC Pi I i ty f

di st ributi on i the he I uri as case is comDl eta] y the PCCS To prge steam wi Ill hi gher concentrat i On
different from that in the nitrogen gas *a.&*. of helium from ?h D to the /. Al It';

as illustrated in Fig. IS. Thehelium gas behaved nitrogen concentration il higher Irian tha of

differently than nitrogen did in the reference helium. h nitrogen and hol ium tratification
test. Against the syeam/helium ixture flow in The /I bottom is n0tiCCq 23 fun in
dirOCT1011(l.e. gravitational direction). liclium ca3s-I (F i S. I ). No oronip oTratifioaliori

tends to stay in he upper portion of 'the tube is also understood from The 'temperature

preferably in the long-term quasi-steady stare signal(TED02). hich i2 kept lower as wal I 

condition. This is thought that due to its TEDDI. On the other hand, jhQ helium effect

buoyancy the helium concentrates in The upper can be also noticed. TIrili tendency of Sho

portion of the PCC tubes. At The same time, Jsaiptf2ture distribution along h CC tubc 3

it i emphasized that D lighter-than-sysam similar to that of the halivin only case. Helium

nonc*ndensabsI 2 venting terminated in the tends to stay in the upper portion of tho ubg

early phase, in spite of These differences in preferably intho long-Tersi rangeUig-70)- A;

the noncoridenzable gas, as shown in Fig.16- for The noncondensable gai yonling. it il

The initial low concentration i 4) may emphasized that lightilir-Than-sream Pon-

be am reason of the vent ng te rminat i n. Anyway. condensable gas in thi; P/W can be purgecI

the DIV pressure is keDT almost constant in intermittently to The SIC hugh the PCC yeril
the long-term Transient- In other words, the fine (Fig-21). From hese azi results. il iz
accumulation* therion-rDridensabitinthelielium considered that the sees can be effective system
ass cast is determined uch at the PCC hear even in a vere accident IQ femoye rho decay
removal rate matches the hear input. This hear and maintain rho integrity of ;hc
consisr%% removal fala art learly confirmed from containment vessel-
the steam f I as rate i n F i . 17. Compared with 8.4 Di rert 3am I i nq Test results (Case-3)
Fi S. II, the initial l low rare a6corbod F;oure 23 shows the direcl qs3 ;amoling resulls
to FCC seems smaller. for lower and upper 0/1- From Trie volumeTrig
B. 2 Direct sampling Test rsults Case-2) percents of The nancondensable gases, Me emouni
In Fig, 12 hium curiseniratim transients in of iNse gases sank to The DJW boito-m raised
the lower DIV are poTTec with h ca3t-l Test by The do.n flow du T the mutual offecl;
results. Though heliuct density is larger than of the heavier density anq inevitable D/Y eat
that of seam. once hel ium nd steam were mixed. losses. The lower P/V reached he I i um
these are found stable Than had been expected concentration as high as 47% by yolurne. Af Tor
and o raction ot ixtures i. . in h two ors. the buoyancy f nci ium preyai I Ttq
order of 10%) was corif i rmed to exist near The downward f ov. and hus the concentration begin-,
D/ bttom. On the contrary, at he uset D11. to decrease. About halt qf The li I um, i t1riq
helium did no say. Most of helium init4 l lowe 0 at two houq erg conyeclel upward
confined in the DIV seemed zo be rranported and absorbed t h PQ ube. On tho 9-cher
to the ?CC tube, and t�us :he residual hand. helium in the lower /1 bTTOM seemed
noncondensable in the D/V is less than :es1duai to be stacily siralif:'-'�
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In this f igur a, he I ium conc on Tr at ion Transients by the preViOUS results. In this case, however.

in the upper DIV are PIO[Ttd, in The Lpper the noncondonsabla gas concentration wat to high

0/1. helium was transported in The early phase that its vanting ontinued for a ong Te.

but transported to the PCC tube soon after Most of the ohenomenj continued under

the test started quasi-steady state ondijigi) and thus The PCC5
hcall removal rate iatchv:; ine ecay Lear.

9. 1 SCI I CM DM THE RE1101111M TO K I I HE THE

PCCS HEAT FUOVAL CAPABILITY FRN I RECT ID.CDNCLUSIONS

11111EASUtENE)IT OF NOiNCOVIDDISA]U 64 All of the Helium TesTj demonstrate The

From the icst results mentioned above, h main successful PCCS operation with the resence f

factors which affect the noncondensable gas a lighter-than-sleam ponconden3abie as.

b e h a i r i n D /V a n d Th a r s u I t a n t D/Y p r s su r e c a n heavier-Thari-steem nonconden$21DI a and 9

he sected as the noncondenable gas density combination of Thaso gascli. Thovon the D/ nd

and its initial mass inO/V. The non-conden3ab I W/V pressures increases Ourin h beginnino

gas amount in O/W is directly roportional to the of The Test. ncanclensablo P02 was yi9orQu3ij

PCC heat removal role but the heat removal purged from D/I la T/V, A4 Th; pressurl

mcchaniagn in considered to be 4aterminad by difference bween DIV an4 II neased. most

The noncondemsable gas soteies. From the test of the noncondentabic 991 h; had concentrated

results tomparison. the noncondensable gas in the PCC tubes was urge($ from The PCC As

movement from DIV to SIC n be roughly sketched a rsults. the Pcc heat rgmoyal re increased

as shown in Fig. 24. to that required to remov h dcay heat for

In "so of nitrogen only test i. e. case- ail et$.

I ). some amount of nitrogen nally confined Due to the r6inforcenionxil of the GIRAFFE

in the D/V still stratifies there and does instrumentation. the r eat removal morhanisirl

not move The rest amount of nitrogen Is clarification Iran impr9vecl. Dite9l

absorbed to -the PC5 tube and most of them noncondensable sampling resull; ranlribuiai4

is vented to the SIP through the noncoridensabill TO the understanding of ;hq noncondensabil gal

gas venr I ine. The residual nitrogen in the transfer from D/V lo the PCCS Tube, obove all.

PCCS Tube is going down and stays in the PCCS From the lost results, 11 11 ;onriudea That

vent line. Almost whole ht transfer r of the PCCS can be an stt;c;jye safety system;

The CS tube maintained ith fresh steam. even under ralistic cndition of a eerg

This enhance& the favorable heat transfer rate OCCidenT t rove he decay heat pnd aintain

at the whole portion of h Tube. the integrity of the coniairwrient vessel.

On the other hand, in C3Se of helium, most

of helium gas in the D/V i absorbed to the REFERENCES

PCC. While e decay ha i relatively larger 1. Rao. A. S.. oT at., 'Simplifisq! Soilinj

in the earlier phase, The steam flow eity Water Reactor Design', roceedings of The Ist

in 'the PCCS tube prevail the helium buoyancy. JSME/ASKE Joint nernational Conferenc 9n

Thus more helium is vented to the S/C. As the Ituclear Engineering (ICONE-P, Tklo- p. 295,

d"oy heat deareacec. -the helium buoyancy 1991.
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